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Mike Williams

Seito Shito-ryu I{arate

Mike Williams Sensei became

involved in martial arts as a

teenager when he trained in jujitsu

with Jan De Jong in Spearwood,

Western Australia. In 1984, he

started to train in Hayashi-Ha

Shito-Ryu Karate-Do, and he now

holds a 4th Dan in the style.

In 2001, Mike made contact

with Shihan Kazuo Sakai, the

Secretary General of Shito-Ryu
International Karate-Do Kai in

Osaka, Japan. After corresponding

with him for over a year, Mike
received an invitation to travel to

Japan and visit Sakai Shihan.

On returning, Mike was

accepted as the representative

and Head Instructor for Shito-Ryu
Australia Karate-Do Kai.

Mike continues to study and

practice under the tutelage of his

Sensei in Japan. He has competed
in local and national tournaments

in both karate and kobudo and

placed third in Team Kumite and

thjyd in kobudo (weapons kata) at

the Mabuni Cup.

Mike now prefers to channel

his energies into teaching,

however did compete at the fifth

International Shito-RyuWorld

Championships, held in Osaka,

Japan inJuly 2005 along with five of
his students who travelled with him.

The Williams Family Karate

Academy in Perth, Western

Australia is the Honbu Dojo for

Shito-Ryu Australia Karate-Do Kai
and caters for students from the

age of four years and up. IS
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James (right) approaches Mike.

James attacks with a step-up front-kick
off the front foot. Mike blocks using an
open hand deflecting block (sukui uke).

Mike simultaneously executes a knife
hand strike to the throat and sweeps
the leg ...

Mike follows up with a punch ...

Mike moves back to a non-aggressive
defensive position.

James steps down and executes a mid
section front-kick. Mike steps off-line
and scoops the kicking leg (sukuidome).

... following through with a takedown.

... and steps back to a guarding position
to ensure that the threat from James has
been dealt with.
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